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Introduction
Type I fatty acid synthase (FASN), the cytosolic enzyme 
that synthesizes fatty acids, is present as a single integrated 
protein complex in animals.1 The molecular weight of this 
multifunctional enzyme is 270 kDa and is arranged in head-
to-head orientation forming a homodimer. Structurally, 
each monomer unit has N-terminal domains consisting of 
β-ketoacyl synthase, acetyl transacylase/malonyl transacylase, 
and dehydrase (DH), while the C-terminal domains are enoyl 
reductase, β-ketoacyl reductase, thioesterase, and acyl carrier 
protein (ACP). Catalytic activity of the enzyme is initiated 
when a saturated acyl moiety is attached to the cysteine group 
of β-ketoacyl synthase and the malonyl moiety is attached to 
4-phosphopantetheine group of ACP, which acts as a flexible 
arm in substrate transfer.2 In prokaryotes and plants, Type II 

FASN catalyzes fatty acid biosynthesis and is present as 
individual proteins.

DH domain functions by removing the hydroxyl group 
from the β-OH group from the fatty acid substrate carried 
by ACP to the different domains for the biosynthetic pro-
cess producing fatty acids. DH domain shows conservation 
across species. DH domain contains conserved hot dog fold in 
which five-turn alpha helix acts as sausage covered by seven-
stranded antiparallel beta-sheet as bun. The catalytic diad 
HIS878 and ASP1031 were found to be highly conserved in this 
DH domain.3

DH domains are classified into two different types, 
wherein animal FASN DH domain falls under the Type I 
category containing two nonidentical pseudo subunits. Type I 
DH domains contain the N-terminal region called DH1 
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containing the conserved HIS878 residue involved in the 
abstraction of proton during reaction, whereas another impor-
tant residue is ASP1031, which is involved in the abstraction of 
hydroxyl from the β position and is present at another pseudo 
subunit of C-terminal region called DH2.4,5 The GLN1035 
anchored to ASP1031 present in the DH2 region helps in main-
taining the catalytic diad at confined position for the proper 
enzymatic activity. Mutation at GLN1035 led to a reduction in 
dehydratase (DH) enzyme activity; while mutation at ASP1031 
reduced the enzyme activity.3 The tunnel with V-shaped 
pocket present between two long helices from each dimeric 
subunits makes the tunnel space accessible to the substrate 
elongation during further cycles of fatty acids synthesis. This 
tunnel space plays important role in DH activity depending 
on the chain length of the substrate, that is, higher substrate 
chain length will have higher activity.

The Type II bacterial FASN shows only very low sequence 
identity in some areas with that of mammalian counterpart 
but shares similar hot dog folds, which is closely related 
with bacterial fabA, fabZ DH,6,7 and eukaryotic pseudodi-
meric enzymes.8 Maier et al.9 fitted the electron density map 
of mammalian FASN (porcine; 4.5 Å resolution) to that of 
dimeric Escherichia coli fabA (protein data bank [PDB] ID: 
1MKA) and found that actual size of hot dog fold was much 
more than expected at sequence level, thereby reducing the 
interdomain region. The Type II DH domain in the bacteria 
and other species was found to contain two identical dimers 
having similar active site folds and tunnels as in the case of 
Type I DH domains. Two active sites were found in the bac-
terial DH proteins, while the second loop containing active 
site His residue was substituted with TRP and LYS, and 
then 30 amino acids truncation at N-terminus were found in 
mammalian pseudodomains.9

In the present study, we have compared FASN–DH 
sequence in humans with that in other organisms and iden-
tified the sequence region corresponding to DH. We have 
predicted the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the DH 
domain of human FASN (hFASN), using comparative mod-
eling method that is reported in the previous studies on other 
proteins.10,11 The predicted model was subjected to molecu-
lar docking using physiological substrate, and the stability of 
protein was confirmed using molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulation in apo and holo conditions. Finally, high-throughput 
virtual screening (HTVS) was carried out targeting the DH 
domain using Glide against National Cancer Institute (NCI) 
database of chemical ligands for identifying potential lead 
inhibitory molecules of FASN.

Materials and Methods
The complete experimental 3D structure of hFASN–DH has 
not yet been elucidated. Therefore, a computational model-
ing approach was used to predict the closest plausible 3D 
structure of hFASN–DH domain. The amino acids cor-
responding to DH domain was retrieved from UniProtKB/

SWISS-PROT server (UniProt ID: P49327). The sequence 
position was identified as 312 amino acids (∼824–1135). The 
retrieved sequence was subjected to BLASTP analysis against 
PDB database to find structurally similar template of more 
than 35% to perform comparative modeling. The crystal struc-
ture of porcine FASN (Sus scrofa, PDB ID: 2VZ8) was used 
as structural template for homology modeling. Previously, we 
had reported a similar computational approach for decipher-
ing the plausible structure for hFASN enoyl reductase and 
β-ketoacyl reductase catalytic domain.12

Homology modeling of dH domain. Automated 
homology structure prediction software (MODELLER 9v7) 
scripts were used to generate sequence alignment between 
the target (hFASN–DH) and template (PDB ID: 2VZ8).13 
A total of 1000 initial models were generated using the 
aligned target–template file using MODELLER 9v7 scripts. 
Discrete optimized protein energy score was used to identify 
the best model from predicted initial structures.14 The selected 
model was then subjected to further processing using Protein 
Preparation Wizard module with Maestro 9.3 (Schrödinger, 
LLC) for clearing any structural defects, optimizing for dif-
ferent protonation states, flipping and complete energy mini-
mization using optimized potentials for liquid simulation 
(OPLS) 2005.

Model validation. Structural Analysis and Verification 
Server (SAVES) was used to validate the structural features of 
predicted model (http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES). The 
overall quality and backbone conformation of torsion angles 
(phi [Φ] and psi [ψ]) were determined using Ramachandran 
plot analysis using PROCHECK,15 which checks the geo-
metrical orientation of each amino acid residues with respect 
to stereochemical parameters derived from experimentally 
proven high-resolution structures. ERRAT algorithm16 was 
used to refine and rectify nonbonded interactions and to sta-
bilize the interactions. Further MODREFINER algorithm17 
and MODELLER 9v7 scripts were used in building and 
refining the loop regions and removing the steric clashes. 
Additionally, the side chain torsional angle clashes (atomic 
bumps) were removed using WHATIF program.18 Finally, 
ProQ algorithm was used to determine the overall quality of 
predicted model.19 PDBSUM server was used to understand 
the complete topology and secondary structure formation of 
DH domain.20

Md simulation of homology models. Following pre-
viously reported optimized MD simulation protocols used 
in anticancer targets,21,22 the predicted homology model for 
hFASN–DH domain was subjected to MD simulation using 
Desmond package (Desmond Molecular Dynamics Sys-
tem, version 3.1; D.E. Shaw Research; Maestro-Desmond 
Interoperability Tools, version 3.1; Schrödinger, LLC) with 
OPLS 2005 force field.23 The starting structure was prepared 
using Protein Preparation Wizard (macro models) to ensure 
the correctness of assigning bond orders and bond lengths 
and to optimize by different protonation states and flipping 
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histidines, arginine, and glutamine. A system was setup with 
predefined water model as solvent (Simple Point Charge) in 
cubic box with periodic condition 10 Å × 10 Å × 10 Å distance. 
The complete system was neutralized by adding sodium ions. 
Steepest descent and the limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–
Goldfarb–Shanno algorithms were used in obtaining the local 
minimum for complete system. A constant temperature of 
300 K and a pressure of 1 atm was used in complete simulation 
process using Berendsen thermostat and Berendsen barostat, 
respectively. Heavy atoms in solute were iterated with 2000 
steps with convergence threshold as 1.0 kcal/mol/Å. After 
refining and obtaining equilibrium, Smooth Particle Mesh 
Ewald methods were used for handling long-range coulombic 
interactions using SHAKE algorithm.24 The fully built sys-
tem was set for simulation through 20 ns with NPT ensem-
ble, where the trajectory sampling was done on every 1.0 ps. 
Furthermore, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) was 
calculated, and 2D graph was plotted (time – X-axis and 
deviation – Y-axis) for understanding the stability of apo and 
holo forms. Similarly, the radius of gyration (Rg) was cal-
culated to understand the compactness of the complex and 
conformational changes. Additionally, root mean square fluc-
tuation was calculated to understand the residue-wise changes 
and binding efficacy.

electrostatic maps and active site prediction. Electro-
static potential maps were generated to understand the overall 
charge distribution on protein surface. A grid-based Poisson–
Boltzmann equation using Maestro 9.3 (Maestro, version 9.3; 
Schrödinger, LLC) was used to calculate the overall charge. 
This map helps in understanding the interaction of substrate 
or small molecule with proteins. Pasta et al.3 have done a 
multiple sequence alignment of DH domain and found that 
HIS878 from first pseudo subunit and ASP1031 of second sub-
unit, which is anchored by GLN1035), are highly conserved 
across different organisms and act as catalytic site.

substrate docking and postdocking simulation. The 
initial biochemical substrate of FASN–DH is a beta hydroxyl 
butyryl molecule, and its structure was built using 2D draw 
(Maestro, version 9.3; Schrödinger, LLC). This four-carbon 
substrate was prepared as single, low energy 3D structure 
using LigPrep Module (LigPrep 2.6; Schrödinger, LLC), 
which also checks for various ionization states, tautomers, 
stereochemistry, and ring conformation. The prepared sub-
strate (beta hydroxyl butyryl molecule) was used for molecular 
docking to corresponding hFASN–DH domain using Glide 
5.8 (Ligand–Receptor docking software; Schrödinger, LLC). 
A grid box was set covering the volume of active site region 
with van der Waals radius scaling to 1.0 with partial cut-off 
of 0.25 to soften the potential for nonpolar parts of receptor, 
where other atoms are free of scaling. Glide standard precision 
mode, where the ligand sampling was set flexible, was used 
for the docking of substrate. Ligands were set to select only 
less than 300 atoms and less than 50 rotatable bonds with van 
der Waals scaling factor of 0.8 with partial cut-off of 0.15. 

Out of the 1000 poses generated per docking run, at least 10 
poses per ligand were selected. The pose selection criterion 
was a minimum threshold of 0.5 kcal/mol in the postdocking 
minimization analysis. Glide score, an empirical scoring func-
tion, was used to find the affinity and binding mode of sub-
strate, which uses OPLS 2005 force field as scoring function. 
The best docked substrate conformation for DH domain was 
subjected to MD simulation for 20 ns using previously men-
tioned simulation parameters and ensembles to understand 
the stability of the enzyme–substrate complexes.

Ligand preparation and HtVs. The complete NCI 
database compounds (as listed in May 2012) was optimized 
using LigPrep (Schrödinger, LLC), which uses Epik 2.0 with 
pH ranges 7.0 ± 2.0 to prepare each input ligand with various 
ionization states, tautomers, and ring conformation. Finally, 
a single energy minimized low energy conformer of each com-
pound was obtained using OPLS 2005 force field. These com-
pounds were docked into binding site of DH domains using 
HTVS protocols from Schrödinger. The optimized modeled 
structure was used to generate receptor grid using Grid-Based 
Ligand Docking with Energetics (Glide) to perform docking 
of NCI compounds to active site residues HIS878, ASP1031, 
and GLN1035. The prepared ligands were filtered using dif-
ferent filter criteria. For the initial filtration, Lipinski rules 
and removal of reactive functional groups were implemented. 
HTVS protocol from Glide was used which efficiently enriches 
million compounds (50% of highly accurate and ranked com-
pounds), to the standard precision mode for reliably docking 
hundreds of ligands with high accuracy (highly reliable 50% of 
compounds), to the extra precision (XP) mode, where further 
false positives elimination is accomplished by more intense 
sampling and more precised scoring. Thus, removing the false 
positives and highly efficient ligands with high scoring func-
tion (10%) were identified as best hits.

Absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excre-
tion studies of ligands. Favorable absorption, distribution, 
metabolism, and excretion (ADME) properties are essential 
for pharmacological/clinical applications of identified ligands. 
Therefore, the ligands were evaluated for key physicochemical 
properties that are critical for ADME properties like molecu-
lar weight, solvent accessible area (SASA), computed dipole 
moment (dipole), predicted blood/brain partition coefficient, 
predicted central nervous system (CNS) activity, estimated 
number of hydrogen bond acceptor and hydrogen donor, van 
der Waals force field surface area on polar nitrogen and oxy-
gen and volume to filter screened compounds using QikProp 
(Schrödinger, LLC).

cell viability assessment by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol- 
2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay. Cell via-
bility was determined by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay in ligand 
NSC71039-treated RB cells (WERI-RB-1). WERI-RB-1 
cells (RIKEN BioResource Center) were maintained in RPMI 
1640 medium (Sigma Aldrich), supplemented with 10% fetal 
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bovine serum (Sigma Aldrich), 20 µg/mL streptomycin, and 
20 U/mL penicillin (Invitrogen), at 37 °C in 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere. For the viability assay, the cells were seeded in 96-well 
plates at a density of 1 × 104 cells/well. After 24 hours, the 
cells were treated with ligand NSC71039 (dissolved in 
ethanol) in a dosage range of 2.5–150 µg/100 µL well and 
cultured for 48 hours. Cell proliferation was determined by 
adding MTT (5 mg/mL) (Invitrogen), incubating the cells at 
37 °C further for 4 hours, and then the precipitate was solu-
bilized by adding 200 µL/well DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) and 
shaken for 10 minutes. Absorbance in each well was measured 
at a wavelength of 490 nm with a microplate reader (Bio-Tek 
ELX800). Triplicate values were obtained from at least three 
independent experiments. Values were expressed as percent-
age of viable cells in ligand-treated versus control RB cells 
(test OD/control OD × 100). The 50% inhibitory concen-
tration (IC50) of the ligand was calculated using polynomial 
regression analysis using Microsoft Excel.

results and discussion
target–template alignment. As per reports in Ref. 9, 

the hFASN–DH domain region spans from ∼824 to 1135 of 
total 2500 amino acids per monomer. These sequence regions 
were retrieved from UniProt ID (P49327). Hence, homology-
based comparative modeling was performed to obtain the pro-
tein model. BLASTP was used to identify similar templates 
for query sequence. The template was based on query cover-
age and similarity score. Accordingly, mammalian (porcine, 
S. scrofa) hFASN domain (Chain A) (PDB ID: 2vz8, 3.2 Å 
resolution, 1635–1860 region, 70% similarity, and 99% query 
coverage) was chosen for DH domain (Fig. 1A).

Homology modeling. The obtained crystal structure of 
mammalian FASN (PDB ID 2VZ8, from (S. scrofa)) was used 
as template for homology modeling of hFASN–DH domain. 
The pair-wise sequence alignment was generated using 
MODELLER 9v7 between target and template sequences. 
The best model was selected based on discrete optimized pro-
tein energy score from 1000 models generated for Human 

DH domain. Furthermore, the predicted model had similar 
secondary structure (folds and loops) similar to the template. 
The backbone alignment score was generated to understand 
the root mean deviation of predicted model using maestro 
(Maestro, version 9.3; Schrödinger, LLC) superimposing 
with respective templates. The generated alignment score was 
0.1 for DH domain. The predicted structure of human DH, 
therefore, showed hot dog folds with two pseudo subunits 
linked by interlinking region. The catalytic active residues 
(HIS878 and ASP1031) are in place from the first and second 
pseudo subunits, respectively. These active site residues are 
anchored by GLN1035, which also falls in second pseudo 
subunit (Fig. 1B).

secondary structure analysis. The secondary struc-
ture motif information was analyzed using PDBsum server 
(PROMOTIF program) for the selected model (http://www.
ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/). The overall secondary structure elements of 
DH domain include 32.1% of residues forming strands, 19.6% 
forming alpha helices, 3.8% forming 3–10 helix and 44.6% of 
residues forming other structures. The overall topology and 
secondary structure information of predicted model is shown 
in Figure 2.

Model validation. The best predicted model was sub-
jected to different model refinement and evaluation tools to 
understand the inter-atomic configuration, backbone and 
side chain interactions of different amino acids. The initial 
Ramachandran plot for DH domain showed 1.5% residues in 
disallowed region. Further refinement of the predicted model 
was done using WHAT IF program to remove the atomic 
bumps. MODELLER 9v7 scripts was used for loop modeling 
and loop refinement and MODREFINER algorithm for 
removing the inter-steric clashes. The final Ramachandran 
plot showed no residues in disallowed region and an overall 
quality of 92.1% in allowed region (Fig. 3).

Stereochemical parameters for the modeled proteins were 
measured using PROCHECK G-factor, which is a measure 
of the proper dihedrals and covalent bond orders and gives 
an overall log-odd score. This suggests the quality of structure 

Figure 1. (A) target–template alignment of hfasn–dh domain with mammalian fasn. (b) the 3d structure of hfasn–dh domain, helices shown in red, 
beta sheets in cyan, and turns in green color using maestro.
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prediction and ranges between 0 and 0.1. Negative G-factor 
score indicates the improper conformation of the residues, 
while the higher positive scores indicate proper conformation. 
In the present case of the predicted model of hFASN–DH 

domain, the overall log-odd score was found to be 0.06, which 
indicates the high plausibility of the structure with negligible 
low probable conformations in residues. ERRAT tool was used 
to analyze the nonbonded interactions, and the overall qual-

Figure 2. overall topology of dh domain from n to c terminus using PdBsum.

Figure 3. ramachandran plots for the modeled dh domain (A, before refinement; b, after refinement).
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ity score for predicted structure of DH domain was found to 
be 86.8 and the Verify3D score of 73.80, which is considered 
as a standard for good models. The standard quality score for 
ERRAT prediction is to be above 50.15 To validate further, the 
modeled structure was also assessed for its quality by using 
ProQ server. The results indicate that the predicted LG score 
4.101 (.4: extremely good model) and the predicted max sub-
score 0.185 (.0.1: fairly good model) of DH domain were to 
be in the acceptable range of good models. All these validations  
collectively confirm the correctness of secondary structure 
assignment for the predicted plausible model.

Md simulation of Apo dH domain. MD simulation 
of DH domain (Apo form) revealed that the predicted model 
remained stable in 20 ns production run. The total system was 
built for simulation with 4371 atoms in cubic box with using 
13250 Simple Point Charge water as solvent. The system was 
neutralized by adding 8 Na+ and equilibrated before produc-
tion run. The physiological temperature and pressure was 
maintained as 300 K and 1 atm throughout the simulation 
process. The total energy and the potential energy were found 
to be −477,196.42 and −586,776.71 kJ/mol. The trajectory was 
analyzed for 20 ns and found to remain stable throughout 
simulation process. The RMSD was plotted for 20 ns simula-
tion and remains stable from 10 ns to the completion of 20 ns 
simulation with minimal standard deviation (Fig. 6D). Simi-
larly, the compactness of the predicted structure was analyzed 
using radius of gyration plot. The protein remained compact 
throughout the simulation process within the limit of 1 Å 
(Fig. 9A), thereby not requiring extended production run.

electrostatic potential and active site prediction. Elec-
trostatic potential maps, solvent excluded, solvent accessible 
were also predicted for the modeled structure. These maps 
help in understanding the overall charge distribution and sol-
vent accessibility of the predicted model (Fig. 4A and B). This 
in turn helps in designing suitable ligands to active site cav-
ity of predicted model. Previous studies point out that DH 
domain has conserved catalytic active site region formed by 
HIS878 from first pseudo subunit and ASP1031 of second sub-
unit which is anchored by GLN1035 among all species.9 Hence, 

the receptor grid box was set incorporating these residues 
along with other active site residues for docking.

substrate docking and postdocking simulation. 
The β-hydroxybutyryl group was docked to modeled DH 
domain using Glide 5.8 (Schrödinger, LLC). The four-carbon 
β-hydroxybutyryl is the initial substrate for DH domain dur-
ing the seven-cycle synthesis of 16-carbon palmitate. LigPrep 
2.6 (Schrödinger, LLC) was used to build the four-carbon 
substrate and was subsequently docked to respective active 
site. The docking score for β-hydroxybutyryl-DH domain was 
−4.67 kcal/mol, and the docking energy was −14.07 kcal/mol. 
The oxygen group of the substrate shows strong hydrogen 
bonding with GLN1035 backbone atom, which assists in 
anchoring ASP888 that in turn is involved in substrate β-OH 
quenching. The substrate also forms hydrogen bond interac-
tions with ALA888 and ASP1031 side chain residues, which are 
the main hydroxyl abstracting residues from the substrate dur-
ing the catalytic reaction. The substrate also fitted well between 
the two nonidentical pesudodimeric domains along the helix 
tunnel. These interactions collectively infer that substrate to 
be docked well within the main catalytic diad residues that 
are involved in the enzymatic process, indicating the proper 
and stable docking of the substrate. Furthermore, few weak 
interactions were also observed in the active cavity bound with 
the substrate (Fig. 5A).

Now to understand the stability of holo enzyme and the 
most favorable binding mode with its substrate, MD simulation 
was carried out for 20 ns using Desmond. The protein showed 
negative charge of −8 and the substrate with 0. Therefore, the 
system was built and neutralized by adding eight Na+ ions at 
12.162 mM concentration. The total energy and the potential 
energy were found to be −665,529.48 and −816,135.84 kJ/mol. 
RMSD graphs were plotted to understand the changes in active 
site region of the protein after substrate docking. The RMSD 
mean of 2.689 Å with an SD of 0.298 Å was observed during 
the 20 ns simulation (Fig. 6A). The results showed no signifi-
cant increase in deviation till the completion of 20 ns. Similarly, 
the substrate also remained intact with the protein throughout 
20 ns simulation showing lesser deviation when comparing 

Figure 4. overall charge distribution and solvent accessibility prediction. (A) total solvent accessibility of modeled protein; cyan, hydrophobic; red, 
hydrophilic regions. (b) Electrostatic potential graph of modeled protein in different colors: red, negative; blue, positive; white, neutral.
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Figure 5. (A) docked 2d interaction map of β-hydroxybutyryl substrate with dh domain. amino acids are mentioned with three letter codes, and arrow 
indicates hydrogen bonding with gln1035, ala888, and asP1031. (b) 2d interaction diagram of nsc71039 with protein arrow indicates h-bond with PhE886, 
ala888, asP1031, and his878. (C) 2d interaction diagram of nsc201397 with protein arrow indicates h-bond with ala888.
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with the apo form (Fig. 6D). This implies that the substrate has 
fitted well in its actual active site confining to the proper holo 
structure with the substrate complex. The substrate showed 
very good H-bond interaction with the important catalytic 
diad residue ASP1031 (Fig. 5A). The radius of gyration was also 
calculated for the complex structures having 0.699 Å devia-
tion with an SD of 0.123 Å, which showed the highly compact 
nature of these proteins during the entire 20 ns of MD simula-
tion (Fig. 9B) Furthermore, the docked complexes showed very 
minimal deviation from their original conformations obtained 
from apo protein and were within the limit of 1 Å.

All these findings strongly suggested the high stabil-
ity of predicted DH domain. Presubstrate binding and 
postsubstrate binding generated RMSF graphs that clearly 
showed the decrease in overall flexibility of the residues 
in holo condition (Fig. 10B). The RMSF analysis further 
revealed that no residues went beyond the value calculated 
for apo enzyme. All these results imply good quality of the 
predicted model, which can be used to understand structure–
function relationships and new ligand identification. The 
backbone H-bond interaction with ALA888 was observed 
with substrate and maintained for 92% of simulation time 
of 20 ns. Furthermore, side chain H-bond interaction with 
ASP1031 was observed for 99% of simulation time and also 
with TYR999. Additionally, the presence of few hydrophobic 
interactions with the residues present in the tunnel region 
indicated the proper docking and placement of the substrate 
(similar to native state conformation at the start of the simu-
lation period) (Figs. 7A and 8A).

HtVs and postdocking analysis of anti-cancer 
ligands. Postoptimization using LigPrep, the 231,617 com-
pounds available in the NCI database were sequentially 
docked against human fatty acid DH domain using Glide. 
HTVS protocol was used to screen the ligands, where finally 
153 top hit ligands were obtained. Subsequently, the ligands 
were ranked based on Glide-docking score, XP-H bond 
score, and binding free energy (Table 1). The top hit ligand 
NSC71039 had a docking score of −7.1 kcal/mol and MM-
GBSA score of −35.275 kcal/mol, which had higher binding 
affinity when compared with the substrate. Similarly, NSC-
201397showed good binding affinity than substrate with a XP 
score of −5.86 kcal/mol.

The ligand NSC71039 showed backbone H-bond with 
PHE886, ALA888, ASP1031, and side-chain H-bond with 
HIS878. The ligand docked well with the important catalytic 

diad residues HIS878 and ASP1031 involved in substrate pro-
ton and β-OH quenching (Fig. 5B). The inhibitor has also 
fitted well into the helix tunnel residues mediated by hydro-
phobic interaction. The ligand NSC201397 showed backbone 
H-bond with ALA888 and hydrophobic interactions with the 
tunnel residues (Fig. 5C).

AdMe analysis. The important pharmacological and 
other physicochemical properties for the top hit ligands were  
performed using the QikProp. The results are shown in Table 2.

The ligand NSC71039 has predicted CNS value of −2 
indicating inactivity to CNS, and good human oral absor-
ption quality has been predicted. Many other parameters like 
metabolism, QlogBB, and QlogHERG found to be within 
the optimum range. The ligand has 0 violation in passing 
Lipinski’s rule of 5 indicating a very good plausible drug can-
didate. Even though the second ligand NSC201397 showed 
0 violation with Lipinski’s and Jorgensen’s rules, it showed 
high predicted activity to CNS. However, the other descrip-
tors were favorable, such as no effect on HERG K+ channel, 
minimal possible metabolic reactions, and good bioavailability 
on oral consumption.

Md simulation studies for the best inhibitors–enzyme 
complex. To analyze the stability of the enzyme-ligand com-
plex, MD simulation were performed for 20 ns using Des-
mond. The simulation was carried out for ligand NSC71039 
and NSC201397.

The protein-ligand NSC71039 complex showed the 
protein charge of −8 and ligand charge of −1. So the system 
was equilibrated by adding nine Na+ ions of concentration 

table 2. admE properties predicted using QikProp for the top hit 
ligands.

ADME PRoPERtIES nSC71039 nSC201397

molecular weight 180.157 194.266

Volume 594.105 619.945

sasa 377.816 390.715

dipole 3.611 3.117

hB donors 5 0

hB acceptors 8 2

Qlog BB −2.062 0.235

Psa 130.088 27.853

cns −2 1

metab 4 2

human oral absorption 2 3

Rule of five 0 0

rule of three 1 0

Qlog hErg −1.268 −4.452

note: descriptors’ recommended ranges are as follows: molecular weight 
(130.0–725.0), volume (500–2000), sasa (300.0–1000.0), dipole (1.0–12.5), 
hB donors (0–6), hB acceptors (2–20), Q log BB (−3.0 to 1.2), Psa (7–200), 
cns (−2[inactive] and +2[active]), metab (1–8), human oral absorption (−1.5 
to 1.5), rule of five (maximum is 4), rule of three (maximum is 3), Q log hErg 
(concern below −5).

table 1. the XP g score and binding free-energy values of top two 
ligands.

nSC nUMbER XP g SCoRE 
(kcal/mol)

XP-Hb SCoRE 
(kcal/mol)

PRIME/MM-gbSA 
(kcal/mol)

71039 −7.18488 −4.24545 −35.275

201397 −5.86534 −0.7 −44.123
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12.35 mM. Energy minimization and dynamic simulation were 
performed for 20 ns. The RMSD backbone deviation of 2.94 Å 
was observed, and followed by the mean RMSD of 2.02 Å with 
an SD of 0.4 Å was observed during 20 ns simulation period 
for the DH protein (Fig. 6B). The ligand RMSD was found to 
have lesser deviation with the protein backbone indicating that 
protein and ligand are in stable conformation without much 

deviation during simulation period. The interaction diagram 
of ligand with the protein residues during simulation indicates 
that 91% H-bond interaction with the side chain of TYR999, 
99% side chain H-bond with GLN1035, which anchors one of 
the main catalytic diad residues ASP1031 in the native state for 
the proper catalytic activity, and 96% H-bond with backbone of 
ALA888 (Fig. 7B).5 Ligand contact map also indicated that ionic 

A B

Charged (negative)
Charged (positive)
Polar
Hydrophobic
Glycine
Metal

Water
Hydration site
Displaced hydration site
n-n stacking
n-cation
H-bond (backbone)

H-bond (side chain)
Metal coordination
Salt bridge
Solvent exposure

Figure 7. (A) 2d interaction diagram of β-hydroxybutyryl substrate with protein during simulation period. the arrow indicates the hydrogen bonding with 
asP1031 and ala888. (b) 2d interaction diagram of ligand nsc71039 with protein during simulation period. the arrow indicates the hydrogen bonding with 
tyr999, gln1035, and ala888.
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interaction were observed with His878, an important substrate 
proton quencher and H-bond contacts with ALA888, TYR999, 
TYR1001, ASP1031, and GLN1035 (Fig. 8B). More water bridges 
mediated ligand and protein interaction stabilization with resi-
dues ARG883, PHE886, TYR891, GLN921, ARG997, and PRO1049. 
NSC71039–enzyme complex RMSF was found to be lesser 
than 1.2 Å. The RMSF plot indicates that important residues 
and helix tunnel involved in the substrate binding remains to 
be less fluctuated (Fig. 10C). The Rg deviation was found to be 
0.639 Å with an SD of 0.141 Å indicating that enzyme com-
plex is in good compact state without much deviation during 
the simulation with the ligand–NSC71039 (Fig. 9C).

Using simulation studies, the second selected inhibi-
tor NSC201397 was studied for its complex with the DH 
enzyme over 20 ns. The protein had a charge of −8 and ligand 
with 0 charge, so eight Na+ ions were added with concentration 
of 10.977 mM. Energy minimization was carried out and pro-
ceeded to dynamic simulation for 20 ns. The RMSD graph for 
the complex indicates converging after 10 ns throughout the 
simulation period. The backbone RMSD shows the deviation of 
3.2 Å with a mean and SD of 2.243 and 0.474 Å, respectively 
(Fig. 6C). The ligand RMSD shows lesser deviation with the 
protein indicating a good binding nature of the ligand within the  
protein active site without much deviation from its positioning. The 
ligand contacts with protein indicated that even though the dock-
ing score was higher when comparing with the substrate, no stable 
H-bond interaction .30% was formed with any of the important 

residue involved in catalysis or also with the tunnel region (Results 
not shown). Most of the hydrophobic contacts were formed with 
HIS878, LEU885, TYR891, LEU919, ALA922, LEU1048, PRO1049, 
and ALA1102 (Fig. 8C). These hydrophobic interactions and fewer 
water bridges might have provided this ligand a docking score 
more than the substrate. The RMSF of the complex indicated no 
more fluctuation at the active site residues. The Rg deviation was 
found to be very much low of 0.616 Å with an SD of 0.098 Å 
indicating very good compact complex structure (Fig. 9D).

Even though the inhibitor NSC201397 showed good 
docking scores, RMSD, and protein compactness, it was 
found that this ligand was not forming any proper interaction 
with the important catalytic residues. However, in the case of 
NSC71039, increased hydrophobic interactions in the tunnel 
region would have provided better binding affinity in compari-
son with the substrate and also good compactness and RMSD 
stability.5 The RMSD deviation for NSC71039 was found 
to be lesser and formed more stable complex than the sub-
strate (Fig. 6D). It also showed lesser fluctuation on backbone 
residues during simulation time on comparing with substrate 
bound conformations (Fig. 10C). Comparatively, the presence 
of longer aliphatic carbon chain in the ligand NSC71039   
(in comparison with other ligand NSC201397 as well as the 
four-carbon substrate tested here) may have favored better affin-
ity with the DH domain.3 The ligand NSC71039 also formed 
good H-bond interactions with the important residues like 
GLN1035 and ionic interaction with HIS878 a substrate, proton 
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Figure 9. radius of gyration showing protein compactness for (A) apo, (b) β-hydroxybutyryl substrate bound protein complex, (C) nsc71039–protein 
complex, and (D) nsc201397–protein complex showing less than 1 Å deviation during simulation period.
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quencher.9 Additionally, many residues along the helix tunnel 
accommodate the growing fatty acid chain during the enzy-
matic process. Overall, the ligand NSC71039 satisfied most of 
the necessary attributes of a good inhibitor and, therefore, is 
suggested as a potential hFASN–DH domain inhibitor.

Anti-cancer effect of the top hit ligand. This inhibi-
tor ligand NSC71039 was tested for its anti-cancer effect in 
retinoblastoma cancer cells in vitro. Dose-dependent cytotox-
icity was observed when the cancer cells were treated with the 
increasing concentrations of ligand NSC71039 (Fig. 11). The 
IC50 was calculated to be 49.25 µg/µL well for NSC71039 in 
WERI-RB-1 cancer cells.

conclusion
In the absence of a crystal structure for hFASN–DH enzyme 
domain, a comparative modeling approach was used here to 
prepare its structural model in silico. The highly plausible model 
generated in this study was validated for its stability using MD 
studies. Docking analysis of DH domain with its biochemi-
cal substrate yielded insights on its active site interactions with 
its substrate. Furthermore, chemical ligands listed in the NCI 
database were screened (by HTVS) for docking efficacy and 
tested for ADME properties. Among the best hit inhibitors, 
the ligand NSC71039 (3-deoxyhexonic acid) showed higher 
docking score of −7.18 kcal/mol and showed very good inter-
actions with the GLN1035, which involves in anchoring the 
substrate abstracting residue ASP1031, ionic interaction with 
the important substrate proton quencher His878 showing con-
tacts over the simulation period of 20 ns. This inhibitory ligand 
showed anticancer cytotoxicity in FASN-expressing cancer  
cells in vitro. Thus, the in silico structure prepared for 
hFASN–DH will be useful for identifying novel anti-
FASN inhibitors that can be further tested for biologic and 
pharmacologic properties.
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